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A User’s Guide for We Are Readers
September/October
Benchmark Reading Level: Emergent Storybooks & Shared Reading Texts

Introduction
We Are Readers is a beloved unit that has launched the school reading lives of countless children in
kindergarten for years. This user’s guide will offer helpful hints to help you to maximize the power
of this unit.
Launching the year is always a challenge because you are juggling creating a welcoming classroom
community with establishing important routines that undergird independence, as well as teaching
reading content. Add that this is your children’s first unit ever in school, and you’ve got one big,
beautiful balancing act! The good news is that We Are Readers supports students in both
understanding routines as well as beginning reading. During the unit, students will first read highinterest nonfiction and then emergent storybooks. Moreover, the unit is also focused on supporting
the growth of reading identity. While you will be teaching reading habits and strategies, the biggest
teaching you will do is about identity, desire, and belief. Every day of this unit, remember that your
most meaningful job will be to message to your children that yes, indeed, you can read!
This user’s guide assumes you have the Units of Study for Teaching Reading for kindergarten and the
book We Are Readers, which is included in that set. If you do not have this unit, then this User’s
Guide won’t be helpful to you and we suggest you might refer to curricular calendars from previous
years to support your teaching of this unit.
At the same time as you’ll be launching the reading workshop, you’ll be launching the writing
workshop. You’ll be supporting students in seeing that many of the same routines apply across the
day (setting up for workshop; turn and talk partnerships; signals to get students’ attention;
gathering for the share, and so on). You’ll also see that there are many connections across these
units. In the reading unit, students will be reading both nonfiction and fiction and in the writing
unit, they are writing first information then narratives. When reading emergent storybooks,
children will be reading—telling the story across pages. They are doing this same work in their own
writing in bend III of that unit. As you teach these units together, you will have many opportunities
to make these connections clear to your students.

Prerequisites/What to Do If Students Aren’t Quite Ready to Start
This Unit
This, truly, is a unit for everyone. In a very real way, you are trying to show kids that they already
are readers. As they move through the world and read all that’s around them, their approximations
are welcomed as reading. Reading is often thought of as something that is done in one conventional
way, but in this unit, you will tell children that there are many ways to be a reader. You will no
doubt have readers who come to you reading books conventionally and others who are still
working on holding books in respectful ways. Everyone fits here; there are no prerequisites for this
unit.
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First and foremost, you will want to learn about your children, really try to see and know them.
Some of your assessments at the very start of the year will be conversations with your students
about their reading lives. What do they read at home? With whom? What types of books do they
like? Do they have a favorite book? These conversations can help you tailor the kinds of books you
offer children across the day. These conversations will provide you with a window into your
students’ reading identities.
Chapter 6 in A Guide to the Reading Workshop, Primary Grades will also help you select other
assessments for getting to know a lot about your readers very quickly. In particular, you’ll likely
administer the Concepts About Print Assessment, Letter/Sound Identification, and High Frequency
Words List. These assessments can also be found on our website.
In the second half of the unit, you can also assess how children are reading their emergent
storybooks. This work is based on the research of Elizabeth Sulzby, and you can find the emergent
storybook reading stages and informal formative assessment in the online resources for We Are
Readers.

Materials/Getting Ready
The essential materials that you need for this unit are described in detail in the Getting Ready
section of the unit’s Orientation on pages xii through xiv.
Across We Are Readers, your children will be reading high-interest nonfiction books (“Learn about
the world” books). You’ll want to search for books that are really engaging to your kids with
pictures and topics that will draw kids in, ones with interesting text features like flaps, textures,
diagrams, and beautiful pictures. If you don’t have lots of nonfiction books, you’ll want to make use
of your school or local library to supply your tabletop bins from which children will read. You will
not need to search for books that are also “easy” to read, so don’t worry if there are lots of words on
the page that will be unfamiliar to your children. Choose irresistible books that they will want to
pick up, linger on pages, be surprised or grossed out by, and want to tell others about. Most children
in your class will be emergent readers who will read by looking closely at pictures and talking
about their books with partners. Of course, you might have some conventional readers in your class
who could benefit from just right books, but they will also likely want to get their hands on some of
the books their peers are reading.
It is important to know that during the second bend of the unit, children will read and reread
storybooks in addition to high-interest nonfiction. It’s critical for you to read them aloud to children
during your read aloud time, starting in the first bend, so that by the time kids are reading these
books independently, they will feel like old friends. Books with rich storytelling language such as
Caps for Sale and The Three Billy Goats Gruff are strong examples of emergent storybooks that you
will read to your class again and again. You will find other examples of these “old favorites” on the
online resources for We Are Readers. When you reach bend II, you’ll want to have multiple copies of
the emergent storybooks you’ve read and will read to kids, so that each child has access during
independent reading. If you don’t own multiple copies, your school or local library will very likely
have several copies of many of these titles. Another option is to source from other classes in your
school, as these are books that many classrooms do own. This potent reading work—and reading
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workshop in general—tends to go much more successfully when classrooms have many copies of
these books that kids grow to love.

Insights Gleaned From Other Teachers Who Have Taught This
Unit/Special Concerns
You’ll want to think about the pacing of this first reading unit as well as the first writing unit. It can
feel easy to extend units, especially with all new school year hubbub, but we really recommend that
you limit this unit, and the accompanying writing unit, to no more than 5 weeks. It is also helpful to
remember that the next reading unit of study, “Emergent Reading: Looking Closely at Familiar
Texts” in If...Then… Curriculum, will extend the work of We Are Readers.
In response to what we know about kindergartners’ stamina at the beginning of the year, don’t
expect that reading workshop will be silent! You’ll know that children are reading if there is talk
going on in the classroom. You may be tempted to end independent reading quickly to preserve the
quiet, but instead, we suggest that you allow children to continue reading as long as they are
engaged in their books (with some reminders to use soft reading voices, undoubtedly), for probably
10-15 minutes. After that, we suggest that you transition from private reading to partner reading
for another 10-15 minutes, which will reinvigorate reading time. As the unit moves forward into
bend II, you will be able to add in another quick transition that will lengthen reading time: after
children read their emergent storybooks (old favorites) for a time, they can switch into their highinterest nonfiction books (learn-about-the-world books), followed by partner reading.
While it is essential for children to spend time with books on their own and with their partners,
your reading workshop overall might be shorter at this time of year. You’ll notice that read aloud
and shared reading will be highly engaging times of days for your kindergartners, so you may
decide to devote more time to these components during this first unit. You can find more support
for both of these components in this unit on p. xiii of the Orientation to the Unit as well as starting
on p. 114.
The storyline of this whole unit will carry all of your learners into the new school year. You may
have a handful of readers who are reading conventionally from day one. You can conduct running
records to learn more about these readers, but know that the work of emergent storybook reading
will be highly engaging for these readers as well. Because these texts are written at higher levels,
often at levels KLM, they allow readers to grow their oral language and deepen their sense of
narrative structure, which will in turn, support their talk and writing.
Likewise, readers who enter kindergarten without a readiness or desire to read will also be
bolstered by We Are Readers. After administering the Letter-Sound Identification assessment, if a
child does not know many letter names or sounds, assess that child’s phonemic awareness so that
you can understand their strengths and needs when it comes to hearing sounds in words. Playing
word games, singing songs, clapping out syllables, and doing other such activities can be
incorporated into literacy components across the day to support children’s developing phonemic
awareness. You can learn more about word study at this time of year in kindergarten in Chapter 11
of A Guide to the Reading Workshop, Primary Grades for further help with boosting phonemic and
phonological awareness.
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Bend I
The gist of this bend conveys to kids that they can read lots, by themselves and with others, and that
they can learn about the world through reading. At the start of the bend, children will make
meaning from environmental print around the school and the classroom, essentially reading the
world around them, and will then shift to making meaning from books. Remember, they will not be
reading level A/B “easy” readers, instead, they will spend time with concept books (such as books
about opposites, colors, or numbers) and other high interest nonfiction books that you will call
Learn-about-the-world books.
Readers will read by studying the pages, figuring out what might be written there, and “talking”
these books. Children will also begin two distinct reading times - private reading and partner
reading. To emphasize their roles, you might direct children to sit back to back during private time
and then move shoulder to shoulder during partner time. Your management lessons will do double
duty, teaching children the wonderful things they can do as readers, and also teaching them
productive ways of working. Readers will read with partners in different ways, such as see-saw
reading and sharing cool or Wow! parts of their books.
Children will also work on “reading” cover to cover, top to bottom, being sure to notice the title and
the title page. They’ll notice that the pages in a book are connected, with information on each page
going with the one before, a huge understanding for emergent readers. Rereading is the other major
work that your children will take on in this bend, and throughout the year, which will help them
learn more from books and read longer.

Bend II
In the second (and final) bend of this unit, you’ll begin to slip emergent storybooks into children’s
tabletop tubs, and how excited they’ll be! After weeks of you reading these books to them, they’ve
become Old Favorites, and now they are ready to read them on their own! At the start of the bend,
you will want to wrap these tubs of emergent storybooks up like presents, and children can open
and reveal them with much fanfare. Don’t skip the chance to see their faces light up with the sheer
anticipation, and to equate reading with a gift.
Across the bend, children will spend the bulk of their private reading time with emergent
storybooks and then transition to reading learn-about-the-world books at the end. With familiar
emergent storybooks, children can get closer and closer to the language of the book as they are
reading them; they can not only read by looking at the pictures, as with Learn-about-the-world
books, but they can also remember how the story goes. As they read by recalling the rich narrative
language of their Old Favorites, their oral language will be growing by leaps and bounds.
The unit ends with a special celebration. After reading an old favorite book to someone in your
school, they will parade around, holding that book as a trophy while proclaiming, “We are readers!”
Please do celebrate this momentous occasion of the close of children’s first reading unit
remembering that at its crux, this unit was always about helping children to believe that they are
readers.
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A User’s Guide for Emergent Reading (If...Then…)
October/November

Introduction
The first and most important thing to know about this unit is that it IS part of the If...Then…
Curriculum, although it is NOT in the published printed book. It is only available in the online
resources, which are available to you if you have the kit. In the Table of Contents, it says “available
online” and this signals you to go to www.heinemann.com, create a login, and once you are logged
in, to register your kit (the password is on the inside cover of the Guide book). It is under the tab,
“If/Then Curriculum.”
The next thing you need to know about this unit is that to teach it, you need a variety of titles. You
will need to select 6-8 emergent storybook titles. We only give you The Carrot Seed and Three Billy
Goats Gruff in the mentor text pack, and to teach this unit, you need a lot more (sorry!). The next
challenge is to choose the right books—we make suggestions in the Materials section of this User’s
Guide. The good thing about these is they are classic children’s books that are available in public
and school libraries.

Prerequisites/What to Do If Students Aren’t Quite Ready to Start
This Unit
Every child will be ready for this unit. It is absolutely vital for classrooms with a large population of
English Language Learners or with children who come to school without having had a lot of reading
experiences at home. Most kindergarten teachers can tell in a minute if kids were read to a lot at
home—the ones who haven’t been read to will open a book, point at the pictures and say, ‘man,’
‘tree.’ Meanwhile, the kids who have been read to a lot will open the book and say, ‘Once upon a
time there was a guy who had a LOT LOT LOT of hats. He had so many hats.” If your kids were not
read to prior to coming to school, this unit will be extra important—reading stories aloud, again
and again, will give your kids a concept of story.
Before the unit begins, you will want to have done repeated readings of the emergent storybooks
that you will use, so that children are familiar with them before the unit begins. Read these aloud
five or six times each, reading dramatically, with lots of intonation, acting out the book. Have kids
chime in on refrains if there are any (“Trip trap!” or “Caps for Sale!”) and even do some reader’s
theater and act parts out. Some teachers even make baskets of props to go along with each story,
like caps for Caps for Sale, a watering can for The Carrot Seed, and so forth. You want these books to
influence kids’ play, to truly become Old Friends.

Materials/Getting Ready
As mentioned earlier, you need to provide kids with multiple copies of at least 6-8 emergent
storybooks. It’s important to choose these well. Here are some that always work:
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The Three Billy Goats Gruff by Paul Galdone
Harry, the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion
Jamaica’s Find by Juanita Havill
Will I Have a Friend? by Miriam Cohen
Peter’s Chair by Ezra Jack Keats
Koala Lou by Mem Fox
It’s Mine by Leo Lionni
Stellaluna by Janell Cannon
Ira Sleeps Over by Bernard Waber
Crictor by Tomi Ungerer
The Little Engine that Could by Watty Piper
Are You My Mother? by P.D. Eastman
The Little Red Hen by Harriet Ziefert
Bunny Cakes by Rosemary Wells
Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
The Carrot Seed by Ruth Krauss
The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats
Corduroy by Don Freeman
The Three Bears by Byron Barton
The Gingerbread Boy by Paul Galdone
Little Red Riding Hood by Jacob Ludwig Grimm
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
To choose a good book for this unit, make sure that it has clear pictures that support the text. For
example, there are some versions of The Three Billy Goats with few pictures, which is not a good
choice for this unit, as children will use the pictures in books to support their own storytelling. You
will also want books that have a clear story structure—a character who gets into a problem, and
who tries, tries and eventually resolves things. Rich story language is great: Once upon a time...All of
a sudden….And then… Refrains are terrific: Fee Fi Fo Fum!
Books that DON’T work are often the repetitive, sing-songy shared reading books such as Brown
Bear, Brown Bear or Goodnight Moon. They are great—just not for this unit.
It is important to emphasize that you need to read aloud the books you select multiple times and to
have copies of them that kids can read themselves during reading workshop.
Because this unit is taught before children are reading little leveled books, in many classrooms, the
kids don’t yet have individual book baggies but instead read from shared tubs on their tables. If this
is true for your room, too, ideally, your table tubs will contain a variety of emergent storybooks.
Ideally, the tubs should also contain books that are NOT the ones you have read multiple times but
are stories that you hope will be read in similar ways. For example, if you have one copy of The
Three Little Pigs, you might mix it in with some of the books that you are treating as your emergent
storybooks. Some teachers choose to start the unit with just the familiar books and then add others
later, and some keep the whole mix right from the start.
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Insights Gleaned From Other Teachers Who Have Taught This
Unit/Special Concerns
The great thing about this unit is it really is perfect for students of all reading levels. Students who
are conventionally reading can grow their comprehension and understanding of texts, while
students who are not yet ready to conventionally read are growing meaning and an understanding
of how books go. Please note that since this emergent reading work is extremely supportive for all
learners, if you have readers who need more support with language development in particular or
are at a lower level on the initial assessments you’ve done, these readers will benefit from
continued emergent storybook reading in later units. Therefore, don’t stop reading aloud emergent
storybooks as the unit goes on. You might start reading new books even at the end of the unit so
that these readers have many options in the upcoming months of kindergarten.
If you have lots of English Language Learners in your class, you will need to read aloud stories to
your students even more. You may be tempted to “paraphrase” some complex parts as you read.
Resist this urge. When Caps for Sale uses the word “peddler” to refer to the character selling hats,
don’t replace it with “man.” This is a great opportunity for students to learn more vocabulary. Many
of the books on the list are specially chosen for their rich vocabulary and it won’t be long before you
hear students begin to use the phrases and vocabulary from the books when they read these
themselves.
Acting out the stories will help any student who struggles with emergent storybook reading. Some
teachers have a shoe box with a little stuffed bear in it, just like the character Lisa had in the
emergent storybook, Corduroy. Some teachers take their kids outside and plant carrot seeds after
reading the book The Carrot Seed. Worry less about reading level, and more about setting kids up
for a lifetime of loving books!

Bend I
In the first bend of the unit, the kids “read” emergent storybooks from shared bins at the center of
their tables. They read these to themselves, out loud. As you walk around the room, you will see one
child pointing to page in Caps for Sale, shaking her fist at pretend monkeys in the air. Another child
will be looking at the page and stomping his feet as he reads, “Trip! Trap! Trip! Trap!”
You will want to use the Sulzby scale—a learning progression, essentially, for this “pretend
reading.” That scale will tell you that level 1 readers might be labeling and commenting, saying
things like, “He’s fat,” or “hats.” You will want to move these students into the next category where
the commentary becomes, “Look at this guy. He’s got a lot of hats on his head.” To coach a child
from level 1 to 2, you might repeat back what the child says and then say, “Say more. What's he
doing?” You are essentially encouraging the child to use more verbs. You can also say, “Let’s study
the picture together. Can you say lots about the picture?”
In a similar way, you can coach a child who is at level 2 to move to level 3, in which students are
dialogic storytelling—telling the story in dialogue using the pictures and oral language. Give these
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readers prompts like, “One day, the man…” You might “read” the story together, with you filling in
parts they miss. The next step is stage 4, where they monologic storytell—tell the story in narrative
sequence, not in dialogue, using the pictures and oral language. Children at this stage will say things
like, “A guy tries to sell hats. He does not sell any. He rests under a tree. Then monkeys steal his
hats.”
Be careful to make sure that your kids are reading a whole lot of different stories on any given day.
So you may read aloud Jack and the Beanstalk but some kids will be reading The Carrot Seed, then
Harry, the Dirty Dog, etc. Kids will continue to read many books in a day, reading one, then
returning it to the bin, then reading another.
The If… Then… Curriculum write-up of this unit, from the online resources, provides some pointers
that you could use to support kids who are ready to attend to print work as they read these superfamiliar books. That is, when they come to the refrain, you can imagine your kids almost rubber
banding what they say to the words on the page. Sometimes, if you have been doing phonics work
on a particular letter, a child will talk about the sound that letter makes. This is not very important
at this stage—don’t get caught up in letter hunts or sound hunts because that can discourage kids
from emergent storybook reading—and sound-letter work will come in short order. What you don’t
want is for your kids to no longer confidently approximate reading, instead shutting down, saying,
“I don’t know the letters.”

Bend II
The work of Bend II is very similar to the work of Bend I, but the goal is to push students even
further up the Sulzby scale. You can coach students to read using the pictures with a mix of oral
storytelling and story language: “The guy walked for a long time. He said, ‘I’m going to rest here.’”
Encourage children to add dialogue, thought and feeling when telling their stories. As they get more
advanced, they will sound as if they are really reading—although the words they say may not be the
actual words on the page. It may sound like, “He walked for a long time until he came to a tree. He
sat down and leaned back...”
In addition to lots of emergent storybooks, you may also be filling the bins on students’ tables with
copies of shared reading texts, books you have made as a class during interactive writing, and some
class poems and songs. The way students read these books may look and sound very different than
the way they read emergent storybooks. In these texts, they will be attending more to the print in
addition to using the picture and knowledge of how the text sounds. You’ll encourage them to point
under words, accepting their approximations as they begin to feel like they are really reading using
visual information. This will look more like conventional reading than emergent storybook reading
looks, since they’ll continue to read the pictures in those books, only pointing to a word once in a
while if they recognize it. Coach students to notice the difference between these types of reading.
Some teachers choose to have a separate bag or bin on each table to help readers distinguish
between the two types of texts. Others choose to teach readers the difference in a teaching share,
helping them know in which books they will read the pictures and in which books they’ll read the
pictures AND words.
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Some students may have memorized their favorite emergent storybooks by this time. They may be
mixing the memorized phrases from the books along with emergent storybook reading. This is
great! It could also be a sign that they are ready to try emergent storybook reading in other new
texts that they haven’t heard many times before.

Bend III
During this third and final bend, we suggest playing games and inventing fun things to do with the
emergent storybooks you and your children have read across the unit. After all, this unit should be
FUN! However, give careful thought to the types of fun things you invent. You will want to invent
and play things that deepen students’ understanding of the texts, build their oral storytelling skills,
and help them understand the books better. You will want to invent things such as “acting it out,”
“playing theater,” and “performing” the books. Fun things you invent might include using props and
different voices. A great way to end this unit is with a lively celebration, during which students
perform the books the class now knows inside and out.
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A User’s Guide for Super Powers: Reading with Print
Strategies and Sight Word Power
November/December
Benchmark Reading Level: A/B/C with Book Introduction

Introduction
This may be the one of the most popular units in the entire K-8 Units of Study in Reading and
Writing series. Martine Arpin, a kindergarten teacher from Montreal, Quebec shared in a recent
post, “Kids LOVE the Super Powers and they never talked about their reading that much!” Prepare
to teach it with gusto. It will be a high energy unit—and it will also take your youngsters very far
towards being conventional readers. To get a sense of the unit, go to the Facebook page for the
Reading Units of Study:
(https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=reading%20units%20of%20study)
Type “Super Powers” into the search bar. You will find several videos clips showing kids at various
points in this unit. These are endearing enough that they spur you on.
The important thing about this unit is first, that it has been developed over many years and you will
easily be able to follow the lessons just as they are laid out in the book. Second, you really need to
be doing some of the components of balanced literacy outside your reading workshop and those
will provide very important support. Shared reading and interactive writing will be especially
important. There is a plan for shared reading at the back of the Units of Study book. It is designed
for you to teach either right before the unit begins or at the start of the unit. It is written so that it is
replicable and you can keep teaching those plans, inserting different books into them, across the
unit.
At the same time as you teach this unit, you are teaching the Writing for Readers unit. In reading,
they are using their powers not just to storytell but now they are trying to use patterns, snap words,
and one-to-one match to move toward more conventional reading. At the same time, as they are
starting to be able to read their books, they are starting to be aware that others need to read their
writing and that they need to be able to read their own writing. Students are stretching sounds and
using their snap words to read and they are also using these same strategies to help them write. In
both units, there is a greater emphasis on print work and moving toward more conventional
reading and writing. You will see many connections you can make across these units.

Prerequisites/What to Do If Students Aren’t Quite Ready to Start
This Unit
It is best if your readers have had some time with emergent storybook work prior to now, and have
been immersed in stories, hearing a few of them read over and over again so they get those stories
into their bones. If you know Sulzby’s classification scheme, we ideally hope kids are at level 8-11of
that scheme prior to this unit. In translation, your hope is that before you teach superpowers, when
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your kids have heard you read aloud a storybook at least five times, they generally are able to
“read” the book back to you so that their rendition sounds story-like. Ideally the child’s “reading” is
close enough to your reading of the book so that if you weren’t watching, but were relying on sound
only, you might think the child was actually reading the words.
It is also great if your kids have been immersed in shared reading of some nursery rhymes, simple
poems, and songs prior to this unit, as well as some level A-C books. This is important because in
this unit, kids will begin to read more conventionally, pointing to the words as they read. They’ll be
successful at this if they have a lot of ‘texts under their belts.’ So prior to this unit, it is best if they
have become familiar with the song, “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” and followed along with the words with
a pointer, so that they can do that same reading (and pointing) work when they read copies of this
song independently. You’ll want to make sure to do that kind of shared reading with half a dozen
similar texts.
Although this is listed as Unit 2 in the Units of Study for Reading, we actually recommend that it is
your third unit and that you rely on the If...Then...Curriculum book to help you with an intermediary
unit, Emergent Reading: Looking Closely at Familiar Texts.
The most important assessment that undergirds this unit is your concept of print assessment in
which you ask kids to point to a word, point to a letter, show where they’d start reading on a page
and so forth. You can just walk around the room with a checklist in hand (there is one on the online
resources) to see how the kid handles the book, turns the page, and whether the child is reading
bottom to top or back to front, you can casually pull up a chair and ask some more pointed
questions.
The most important assessment before this unit involves looking at kids’ writing. Look to see if the
kids are representing a sound with a letter (correctly or not) and writing with beginning and ending
sounds (and some medial). Your hope is that they can read much of their writing, right after they do
it, and you can read much of their writing as well. If the kids can already do this, they are ready to
read C level books—the work that the unit supports kids doing by the end of the unit, which means
those kids will be a bit advanced.

Materials/Getting Ready
The essential materials that you need for this unit are described in detail in An Orientation to the
Unit (in the Getting Ready section) of the unit book. This section goes into more detail about
gathering books, poems, charts, songs, and more for your students to read. You will want have small
copies of these texts and hopefully small copies of some favorite big books for children to read in
reading workshop. Small copies of your class name chart, alphabet chart, and word wall are
additional reading materials for your kids. You will also want to make small copies of the books
your class has been co-creating in shared and interactive writing. You probably already have some
of these and you will want to make plans to make many more throughout the day. You will want to
gather additional texts for minilessons, guided reading, shared reading, and interactive read aloud.
Many teachers make plans to distribute special tools in this unit. Readers are introduced to
individual book baggies (or containers), special pointers and even a word ring. This is the first unit
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when kids have individual book baggies so you will want to think about your system for these—
where they will be stored, how kids will shop once a week, outside of workshop. This is probably
also a time of year you will want to start thinking about how kids might take certain books to and
from school—what do you want the system for that to be as you probably want kids to bring book
baggies home daily.
Because bend one is all about supporting kids with one-to-one matching, there is a session with a
grand unveiling of pointers for their pointer powers, so you will want to make (or order) some
really cool pointers as that gives tremendous sparkle to the unit.
While the unit is helping kids attend to print in familiar texts, don’t forget the importance of
continuing to read aloud rich picture books with rich storylines and engaging nonfiction texts.
The people who are new to this unit will say that one of the biggest challenges is having small
copies of the books and poems, ready to go. Also, it is really important that the kids have a lot of
that—they need a LOT of reading material to sustain reading and to continue to practice. If you
don’t feel you have these things ready to go, you may have to adjust how you set up the reading
materials to support this unit. We don’t suggest delaying the unit if your readers have been
immersed in emergent storybook units and are demonstrating readiness for the work that readers
of A/B texts do. One possibility is to create bins of the reading materials from the unit and have
groups of 2-4 readers sit around these bins to read from during private and partner reading. Picture
that the bin will be in the center of the table and the kids will each reach in, pull out a text and read
it, then put it back and reach for another text to read, and so on. As you read and create more
shared texts, they can be added to the bin throughout the unit.
If you are in dire circumstances around materials for kids to read, you may want to locate the home
components—the consumables—that accompany Fountas and Pinnell’s LLI kit. These can be
bought in quantities without needing to buy the LLI kits. These are just black and white
consumables but they are already assembled. If the school does use LLI, it is important for teachers
to be aware that the home component books are the same as the books kids are reading in school so
check with colleagues to make sure there isn’t a problem about that. Another option is to resort to
printing out black and white books from Reading A to Z.

Insights Gleaned From Other Teachers Who Have Taught This
Unit/Special Concerns
You may realize that you have kids who are still working through the earlier stages of emergent
storybook reading. This would mean they are in what Sulzby suggests are stages 1-6. You can see
this if the child, when rereading a storybook you have read aloud half a dozen times, doesn’t read it
like a story but instead points to pictures and says a label, ‘This is a man’ or a sentence commenting,
‘He is fat.’ You will want to make sure those kids continue to read and work on emergent storybook
reading. During the workshop time, draw on all you know from Bend II of We are Readers and draw
also on the Emergent Storybook unit in the If...Then... Curriculum book.
One of the big goals of this unit is that kids are practicing A and B reading behaviors. You will
realize that there are kids who continue to need support using the picture. You’ll see these kids get
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to unknown words and take their eyes to the print first rather than going to the picture. You will see
them over relying on letter-sound work even though you aren’t asking them to do it. For example,
there is a picture of a dinosaur and the kid doesn’t look at it, but instead zooms right in on the d and
goes /d//d//d/. This is a problem because you want kids to rely on meaning first. Also, in levels A
and B, it is especially important for them to get strong at using syntax and meaning. Also, until kids
are reading C books, the books aren’t really written so that a focus on letter sound pays off.
But the bigger thing you will notice is that some of your kids who are being taught one-to-one
matching, have a hard time with it. You will notice that they insert words as they read or add words
onto the sentence—the number of spoken words doesn’t match the number of written words, and
they don’t seem to notice that. They aren’t monitoring for that yet.
One thing you will want to do with these kids is to engage them in interactive writing sessions
where you rehearse for writing by counting the number of words on your fingers and then drawing
that number of lines for those words onto the page. Then as you write the text, one word on each
blank, you want to write, then reread, then write, then reread. This reinforces one to one matching.
Also, after you have written that text, you can go back to it, and have kids find known words,
pointing under them and reading them.

Bend I
This bend begins with a rallying cry that readers have super powers and use these super powers to
read everything they can. Children will read and reread familiar texts while working on one to one
matching. Sessions 2 and 3 are key sessions that you might want to consider revisiting if your
readers need additional support. Session 3 teaches kids to read longer (multisyllabic) words—
teaching kids to tap only once under these words as they read them.
Remember that kids’ baggies need to be filled with familiar texts so they are practicing one to one
matching on texts you have been using since the start of the year—nursery rhymes, small copies of
familiar poems. You will notice that throughout this bend there are a variety of texts used in the
minilessons and shared reading—you will want to continuously give kids small copies of those
texts. For example, all the kids will get the Super Reader song. The kids who are moving into A and B
will have access to the words of that song because the text is familiar, but for some kids, they are
becoming conventional readers, and they’ll make more out of these higher level texts.
When you do your assessments, you may note that a few of your kids are ready to move into higher
level texts—such as levels C or D. If the child is writing with initial and final consonants and they
are using and confusing some vowels, and the child can read back his or her writing, this is a sign
the child is ready to move into conventional reading of C or D books and maybe beyond. You will
want to do some conferring and small group work with readers who are demonstrating this
readiness. Don’t hold them back!
We want to encourage you to pay attention to the conferring/small groups sections or and shares.
These sections contain possibilities for reaching a variety of learners. For example, you can look at
the conferring and small group work section in session 3 for teaching ideas on how to support
readers who are below benchmark. Many of the share sessions provide readers with more
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opportunities for component work. For example, in the teaching share for session 1, you invite
children to engage in a shared reading of a Super Reader theme song with you—this song is sure to
become a class favorite.

Bends II & III
As you move into Bends II and III, readers will learn more super powers and have multiple
opportunities to draw on this repertoire of powers that they have acquired. All of this work is in an
effort help readers learn to be flexible and independent problem solvers. They will be introduced to
snap word power, recognizing known words with automaticity, and some first letter work. There
are also some sessions that help kids with grit, not giving up, and with talking about their books.
The sessions are easy to follow and the unit will unfold in a seamless manner. You shouldn’t expect
any problems.
There are quite a few sessions in this book, so although you could decide on a few sessions that
might merit repeating so as to provide students with opportunities for repeated practice, mostly
you will want to keep the pace brisk and move along.
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A User’s Guide for Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles
January/February
Benchmark Reading Level: B/C with Book Introduction

Introduction
In January, your class will shift into Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles, a unit in which children
will grow their repertoire of reading strategies as they move towards conventional reading in
books at levels B-D and beyond. During this foundational unit, readers in your class will strengthen
the reading super powers that they used during the prior unit and add more strategic actions to
tackle the difficulties of new and harder books with greater agency, independence, and gusto. As
their books change—as they become more complex—you’ll teach children that the way they think,
talk, and problem-solve needs to change— to grow—too, and that they have the reading muscles to
assume this challenge!
Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles moves quickly to teach the strategies readers need in more
complex books. Think of the unit as a tour through the types of texts children encounter at the early
levels. Bend I features more straightforward patterned texts, Bend II, texts that have lengthier and
more difficult patterns, and Bend III, stories with little to no pattern. In many cases, though they
range in difficulty, all of these books are at or around the same level (B/C)! Yet another reason
readers—and teachers—need to steel themselves for this moment in their reading lives. You might
also see the unit as a linear tour through the challenges that level C books offer: more words, more
lines of print, more letter-sound information needed to solve tricky words, more high frequency
words, more complicated pictures. More, more, more! Level C texts often contain consonant
clusters at the beginning of words, words with inflected endings, prepositional phrases, and
dialogue, to name yet other hurdles this unit addresses.
While you can trust that Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles will give you and your children
instructional support around the early reading process, one of the biggest teaching challenges in
this unit is that readers of level B/C books (the benchmark for this time of year) need book
introductions to read conventionally and to do the work of the minilessons you’ll teach. In fact,
we’ve found that a major misconception is that children can read level A and B books with accuracy
without a book introduction, which often leads teachers to hold children in these levels for too long.
Giving a book introduction unlocks a text’s meaning and structure, and sets readers up to use their
reading strategies to successfully navigate the book—and enjoy it! While a single book introduction
takes seconds to deliver, providing these to all kids reading books at levels A-C can take a bit of
finesse and dedicated time. We recommend a few things:
●
●
●
●

Make sure that children have a number of familiar texts already in their baggies; these can
be small versions of shared reading texts, books you’ve made together during
shared/interactive writing, guided reading texts, etc.
Give quick book introductions as children shop for books
Carry books to introduce to a child after a reading conference.
Introduce a text of which you have multiple copies to a whole group of children in a table
conference.
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●

Introduce or fully read aloud just-right books to the whole class during read aloud time,
transition time, or at the end of a Share session.

Prerequisites/What to Do If Students Aren’t Quite Ready to Start
This Unit
Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles builds on the work and language of Super Powers: Reading
with Print Strategies and Sight Word Power, so you will want to teach Super Powers first. By the time
you start this unit, you will likely have introduced around 12-15 high frequency words and, aided
by running record assessments, you’ll be keeping a close eye on the reading behaviors that children
have mastered and those behaviors that they still need to practice. Upon entering this unit, expect
that most of your class has secured level A reading behaviors like one-to-one correspondence, using
the picture as a source of information, carrying the pattern, and locating known words in context.

Materials/Getting Ready
Each teacher will need his or her own copy of Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles, and each will
want copies of the demonstration texts used in the lessons: Mouse Has Fun pack by Phyllis Root, Can
you see the eggs? by Jenny Giles, and Wake Up, Dad! by Beverley Randell. In addition, each teacher
will want a copy of Dragonflies by Margaret Hall to read aloud and My Bug Box by Pat Blanchard and
Joanne Suhr to use during shared reading. The replicable read aloud and shared reading plans in
the unit book are transferable to other texts, so you should be sure to gather other similar titles of
your choosing for daily read alouds and shared readings. You will also need access to guided
reading sets of books that can be used for small group instruction. You'll find other suggested texts
to support the bends in the “Welcome to the Unit” section of Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles.
Most importantly, children will need enough reading material for independent and partner reading
time. We recommend that children who are reading books at levels A-E have 10-12 books in their
reading baggies to read and reread throughout each week.
You and your colleagues should plan to bring word study and shared reading work into reading
workshop by ensuring that children are practicing high frequency words and rereading copies of
familiar shared reading texts during independent reading. High frequency words that tend to be
difficult in level C books include here, come, look, and said. You’ll see some of these words scattered
across the unit, and you’ll want to add these words to the word wall along the way, and possibly to
individual students’ word rings. There are books made using interactive/shared writing as well as a
few poems (see p. 70 and p. 94) that can be reread together and then copied for children to reread
independently during reading workshop. These poems can be printed from the Bigger Books, Bigger
Reading Muscles online resources.
A special tool introduced in this unit is a reading mat that helps children organize and plan their
reading time. You can prepare simple file folders with a printable “My Reading Mat” chart (see p. 5)
to make this tool for your kids.
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Insights Gleaned From Other Teachers Who Have Taught This
Unit/Special Concerns
Know that the minilessons in all of the Units of Study books are meant to be about ten minutes in
length, and each session is one day. If your lessons are lasting longer than ten minutes, you might
decide to cut some of the stories or examples in the connections that can take up more time
(although are also often engaging to kids) rather than breaking up sessions into multiple days. If
you notice that children could benefit from more work around a particular teaching point, you
might choose to replicate the lesson on a subsequent day, using new demonstration texts, instead of
teaching only parts of the session over time. Remember, learning requires repeated practice!
Yes, there is BIG work in this unit and you will need to put in the time for children to grasp it.
However, although we encourage teachers to revisit lessons that require extra attention to cement
comprehension, you certainly won’t wait until every child is in control of every strategy to move
forward in this unit. Instead, leverage read aloud, shared reading, and interactive and shared
writing to provide students multiple encounters with the work. The good news is that while these
components typically happen outside of the reading workshop, Bigger Books, Bigger Reading
Muscles brings them into the workshop as well. You’ll see interactive writing (p. 21) and shared
reading (p. 70) happening during share sessions and during conferring and small group work.
Guided reading (p. 53), small group shared reading (p. 27 and p. 33), and small group
shared/interactive writing (p. 15 and p. 92) are essential methods that provide orchestrated
practice and get more familiar instructional level books into children’s baggies. We strongly
recommend that you limit this unit, and the parallel writing unit, to five weeks only.
Over and over again, teachers who have taught this unit have cited the importance of making books
with children during interactive or shared writing. Not only does this generate a highly engaging
familiar text for children during a time when they need lots of familiarity, there is also strong
reciprocity between reading and writing at early levels. That is, we can teach children the reading
moves they need through writing. For example, as children work on using the first consonant
cluster along with the picture to solve words in books they read, the class can also create books
together that offer opportunities for children to write the initial consonant cluster in some of words
of their books. Carving out time for interactive bookmaking, both outside the workshop and during
small group work and share sessions, also increases the amount of reading material they have
access to—photocopied versions of these texts can go into children’s baggies. So if your classroom
needs more books, this is another (free) way to get them!
Because children’s writing can support their reading in deep ways, you’ll also want to look at their
independent writing to learn about them as readers. Be aware of children who are growing by leaps
and bounds in writing, perhaps writing conventionally with lots of volume, whose reading growth
doesn’t correspond. Look closely at their behaviors and see if perhaps they are more ready to move
as readers than you previously thought. Keep in mind that children tend to move through levels A
and B in a matter of weeks, while they might spend months negotiating the reading behaviors
demanded at levels C and D.
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If you have students who are still working on solidifying the reading behaviors at level A, you might
turn to the previous unit, Super Powers, to support these readers during conferring and small group
work. Here, you will find strategies for teaching into one-to-one correspondence, locating known
words, and using the picture as a source of information. These readers will also benefit greatly from
reading lots and lots of level A texts with your instruction. Small group shared reading of level A
texts is a powerful and quick way to get these readers practicing the reading behaviors they need.
Children can keep these texts in their baggies afterward, which will give them a much needed boost
to their stamina. For English Language learners reading level A books, consider choosing texts that
are all about the same topic to help these readers build a vocabulary bank. Remember that once
children have these behaviors under control, can carry a pattern across pages and sweep to a
second line of print, they are ready to hold level B texts. They are also likely ready for instruction in
some level C texts.
Children reading above benchmark at this time of year will benefit from explicit instruction around
the reading strategies that this unit provides. Use small groups and conferring to introduce
instructional level texts to these readers. Guided reading, in particular, can help these readers
continue to outgrow themselves. For print strategies at levels D/E, consult bend 2 of Grade 1 Unit 1,
Building Good Reading Habits.

Bend I
This bend introduces the call to action for the unit—that kids’ books are getting bigger and so their
reading muscles need to get bigger, too. It begins with an inquiry into the types of challenges books
offer, and reminds readers that they can muster all their strength to tackle these by orchestrating
their super powers.
Pattern Power is introduced in Session 2. We’ve noticed that many teachers tend to focus on the
“music” of the pattern, that is, only the words that repeat. While the syntax is an essential part of
Pattern Power, it is not the whole of the pattern. Think of the pattern as “what keeps happening.”
This relates Pattern Power not only to syntax but also to meaning. For example, in Picnic by Phyllis
Root, the pattern isn’t only “Mouse finds ____. Mouse finds ____. Mouse finds _____.” The pattern is also
that on every page, mouse finds a kind of food that he will bring to the picnic. Helping readers
understand both what is happening and how the book goes will grow their reading muscles.
The rest of the bend supports readers to tackle the tricky words on each page, the pattern break
that often comes at the end of a book, as well as to use the pattern to think more about what the
whole book is about. This sets children up to talk about books well with partners. In addition,
partner games like, “Guess What’s Next!” allows partners to strengthen the super powers they’ve
been working on independently.

Bend II
This gist of the teaching in this bend is around increased Sound Power. In levels C and onward,
readers need to use more visual information to solve unknown words. In levels A and B, when a
reader substitutes dog for puppy, you might respond with, “Dog does make sense. Here the word is
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puppy.” Now, in a level C text, your response will shift to, “Look at the picture and say the beginning
sound of that word. Could it be dog?”
Readers of level C books need to use the beginning consonant or consonant cluster and eventually
move their eyes to the end of the word to gain more visual information and consider what looks
right.
To set kids up to activate their Sound Power in bigger ways, the bend begins with an exploration of
alphabet books. Sound Power refers to letter-sound relationships, or the sounds readers produce
when they look at the letters in words. Because alphabet books are organized by letters and sounds,
they are perfect for building up Sound Power! A common confusion we’ve found with regard to
reading process here is this: Sound Power has been defined as the work of readers asking
themselves, “Does that look right?”, which refers to using the letter sounds in the words. In this
bend, you will teach readers to also check their reading by asking, “Does it make sense?” which
refers to prior knowledge and the picture clues and “Does it sound right?” which refers to the
sentence structure of the text. Consistency with this can be very tricky. The coaching italics across
sessions 5 and 12 can help ease confusion, should you have any!
Sessions 9-12 are ones you might consider repeating with alternate demonstration texts to allow
for more practice with this harder Sound Power (visual) work. The lessons move from introducing
blends and digraphs to using ending consonants and checking reading using all three sources of
information (MSV) rather quickly, and while you won’t wait until all of these reading moves are
mastered by every child in every book, children can certainly profit from repeated exposure to
these advanced forms of Sound Power as they add them to their repertoires.

Bend III
The final bend graduates “Super Powers” into “Extra Strength Powers” to help readers grow into
new books. The demonstration text used across bend III, Wake Up, Dad! is structured like many
other level C texts readers will encounter—it is a story with very little pattern support. Across this
bend, readers strengthen their existing super powers to meet the challenges of harder books; for
example, they amp up Picture Power to search more complex pictures, and they amp up Snap Word
Power to read snap words with inflected endings. Partners also work together to retell books in
new ways, reflecting, in part, the story structure of their new books. Children learn to retell by
discussing the characters (and their feelings), the setting, and the events in the order in which these
are introduced. As with other skills, this work benefits greatly from repeated practice. You might
consider spotlighting retelling in conferring and small group work, as well as during shared
reading, and of course, you can repeat the Share of session 16 and the Mid-Workshop Teaching of
session 18 with other familiar texts.
The celebration at the end of the unit is a graduation ceremony that highlights children’s growing
reading muscles with a special version of Dr. Seuss’ Oh! The Places You’ll Go! tailored just for your
readers. Don’t skip the chance to revel in your children’s growth for the sake of time; embrace the
hard work you’ve all put in to help children see themselves as strong, resilient readers for life!
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A User’s Guide for Becoming Avid Readers
April/May
Benchmark Reading Level: C/D/E

Introduction
Becoming Avid Readers has become another big hit with teachers and students alike due to its
hands-on nature and variety of ways kids can interact with books and with each other. This unit
bookends the first unit, We Are Readers, inspiring kindergarten children to end the year even more
in love with books and reading than they were at the start. Our wish is for our five- and newly
turned six-year old readers to be excited about their growing abilities and confident enough to take
on more ownership of these skills, whether reading alone or with a partner. We also wanted this
unit to be playful and fun, knowing that when kids play they use a broad range of habits and skills.
Remember, children’s positive attitude toward reading is paramount if we want to keep our
youngest children on the path to becoming engaged, motivated, and avid readers. We believe this
unit will help you accomplish these goals.
This unit builds upon the earlier units, especially Super Powers and Bigger Books, Bigger Reading
Muscles. It revisits many of the charts and games from those units in new, more student-centered
ways. For example, the games become one of three choices partners have when on “reading
playdates.”
Children are also given the opportunity to create their own personalized I Am a Super Reader chart
using the We Are Super Readers anchor chart, based on individual reading goals. The unit also builds
children’s reading stamina, comprehension, and their ability to talk about books with a partner, and
now in reading clubs.
A big goal of this unit is transfer and showing kids how they can apply the reading skills they are
learning to all sorts of situations and under all types of conditions. Grant Wiggins once shared with
us that we have to get our kids playing more scrimmages and spending less time on isolated skill
practice if they are going to be truly prepared to hit the field ready to play the game anytime,
anywhere. To accomplish this, we have organized the unit not only by bends, but by genres. The
first bend invites children to fall in love with characters by becoming the characters in their books,
acting out little scenes, and recognizing and naming the types of feelings these characters have. The
second bend sends the message that avid readers also love reading and learning from nonfiction
books. Children share this knowledge with others in topic-based reading clubs. The last bend
celebrates poetry and songs in order to develop fluency and to strengthen phonological awareness,
a foundation that must be rock-solid before kids leave kindergarten.

Prerequisites/What to Do If Students Aren’t Quite Ready to Start
This Unit
This unit follows the time when many schools administer their spring assessments, which include
running records, spelling inventories, word lists, and on-demand writing. This information will
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update your knowledge of the levels at which your children now read. and will help you anticipate
what books you will use and need for children’s independent reading. Making sure kids are wellmatched to the books they are reading remains critical. For children reading at levels A-E, we
recommend 10-12 titles per child to sustain independent reading. You may also want to create new
partnerships, based on children’s current strengths and needs. Since growth spurts vary,
reevaluating partnerships periodically is important.
At this time of year, it is more important to review and solidify your students’ existing sight word
knowledge than to teach a bunch of new words. Remember, automaticity of these high-frequency
words helps children read with smooth phrasing and rate as they come across more and more of
these words on each page. We suggest you continue to have a separate 20-30 minute block of time
devoted to differentiated word study where you create customized opportunities for phonological
awareness and phonics practice based on what you have learned from the assessments.
Stamina continues to be an important focus, so make sure your kids are still setting up their reading
mats by making a stack, reading straight through, then reading their way back. If each child has 10
books and reads through this stack of books twice during the reading workshop, that adds up to
100 books read by the end of the week. This sheer volume of reading will have more impact on
accelerated growth than anything else kids can do. The best readers are usually the readers who
read the most.

Materials/Getting Ready
Many of the materials you’ll need for this unit can be found in the online resources. Among these
are pictures of avid and “blah” readers, which you’ll want to print first (each group of four kids gets
a mixed stack), as they provide a jumping off point for the launching session’s inquiry into what it
means to be an avid reader. These stock photos will soon be replaced by photos of your own kids as
you catch them in the act of being avid readers, themselves. Have your camera ready for Session 1’s
Mid-Workshop Teaching!
One key tool in Session 5 is a blank “I Am a Super Reader” template that encourages each child to
develop his or her own personal Super Reader chart. Session 5 teaches children to self-assess their
“super powers”, using a sheet of these powers to cut apart, choose the ones still needed, and then
glue these self-selected goals onto the blank template. You will want to make enough copies of these
charts so each child has a template and a sheet of super reader strategy cards to cut up, plus
scissors and glue (or tape).
You will also find templates to create partner folders that support children as they go on “reading
playdates” with their reading friends. The cover is a chart that shows the steps for these reading
playdates. Then there are choice cards to help children decide what to do on their reading playdate.
These include “Play Games,” “Play Pretend,” and “Play School.” Some teachers use Velcro dots to
secure these to the inside of the folders. Some photos and a detailed explanation are included in
Session 6.
The second bend shifts to nonfiction, so you will want to gather nonfiction books. Group these by
levels, but not by topic, because kids will sort the books into topics themselves, to create their own
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reading clubs. We also suggest setting kids up into “rug clubs” so they can practice working
together under your guidance during the active engagements. There is a “Partners Share” chart to
guide their conversations.
In Bend 2, you’ll play a short video clip, “Venus Flytraps: Jaws of Death,” which you will find on the
online resources and can download to a thumb drive for easy access. Be ready to play it a few times
and for it to have a huge impact on your kids. One child even wrote a letter after watching the video
warning flies everywhere to “never go and touch a Venus Flytrap because it will snap you and you
will die.”
The last bend shifts to poetry. We have included some illustrated poems for you to use, including
The Itsy Bitsy Spider, The Swing, The Teapot Song, Mary Had a Little Lamb, Brother John, and Rain.
These are in addition to the poems you have already given your kids during shared reading across
the year. You might house these poems in poetry folders or poetry notebooks, so they are readily
available to use. Kids will write their own “copycat” poems during this bend, so be ready to write a
few of your own. Some new charts are introduced. The one-page charts can be given to individuals
or clubs.
Throughout Becoming Avid Readers, you will revisit familiar books from earlier units, like The
Carrot Seed, It’s Super Mouse, and Dragonflies, and draw upon new texts like Honey Bees, by Martha
E. H. Rustad and the texts used in the Read Aloud and Shared Reading sections: Not Norman: A
Goldfish Story, by Kelly Bennett and Gossie, by Olivier Dunrea. There are also some speech bubbles
and thought bubbles you can copy and glue to popsicle sticks to use with read alouds, shared
reading, and then give to kids to use with their clubs.

Insights Gleaned From Other Teachers Who Have Taught This
Unit/Special Concerns
The teachers who have taught this unit found that the sequence of lessons laid out in the book
flowed well and had a positive and powerful effect on their kids, bringing fresh excitement and
energy to the reading workshop. If you visit the Units of Study in Reading TCRWP Facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=reading%20units%20of%20study), you will find tons
of great input from teachers across the country who have taught and fallen in love with Becoming
Avid Readers, including photos, videos, reviews, and tips.
To help kids “Play School” during their reading playdates, one teacher put together little kits with
pointers, whiteboards, and sticky notes for her budding teachers. This allowed her students to do a
little shared reading, complete with “guess the covered words.” One teacher recreated Norman’s
fishbowl using a hula hoop and a clear trash bag for students to act out scenes from the read aloud
book, Not Norman. In another classroom, avid poetry readers made tools during choice time to keep
rhythm and beat to their poems using plastic spoons, leftover plastic Easter eggs filled with rice,
and duct tape. Be prepared to join in on this fun and share your own ideas and kid responses on
Facebook and Twitter, too!
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Since this unit follows Super Powers and Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles you can incorporate
any of the work done in those units as part of your small group work, keeping the foundational
work going strong. Perhaps some of your students were not ready for sound power when you
taught it during the Super Powers unit and now they are. During their reading “playdates,” kids can
continue to play games like “Alphabet pop-it” and “Guess what’s next?”—two games that support
early reading behaviors. Another powerful support comes from small group shared reading,
outlined in Chapter 9 in the Guide to the Reading Workshop. Small group shared writing has also
been a powerful method to use with kids reading below benchmark because of its emphasis on
transfer and application.
The incorporation of reading playdates and Kindergarten clubs offers kids many opportunities to
socialize around texts and to use language to communicate. The charts and tools also support a
variety of learning styles. Of course, the use of engaging read alouds and shared reading texts
similar to Not Norman and Gossie give all kids access to the higher level thinking and talking that
are key to reading development.
One last consideration: you might think this unit works best as the final one, but we all know that
the last unit is often shortchanged due to class trips, field days, and graduations. So we suggest
making this unit the second to last one, and carving out a solid four to five weeks to take advantage
of all it has to offer.

Bend I
You can use the lessons in each bend the way you would follow the steps in a recipe and be
guaranteed a delicious meal in the end, or in this case, a successful unit. Don’t skip any, especially
the inquiry lessons, as these are key to creating a lively buzz that will energize and focus your kids.
In each bend, kids work in clubs, but keep in mind that they will do this work in a Kindergarten
way, so don’t despair if they tend to shift back to partnerships. A club can have two as well as four
members and still be considered a club.
This bend encourages thinking, talking and role-playing as kids bring their books to life. Students
will explore characters’ feelings and mark pages with blank Post-its, then draw faces of the feelings
they want to talk about. It may seem ambitious to ask kids to name precise feelings in Session 4 but
exposure to and immersion in this vocabulary is always a good thing. The Conferring and Small
Group sections offer many tips for tackling predictable problems, such as encountering Post-its on
every page and distractions.
The other big thing introduced during this bend that continues throughout this unit is that kids
work not just with partners, but with clubs. And they don’t just read together, they also play reading
games, play school, and act out books. It is particularly important to pay attention to the Transition
to Partner Time sections because these help set kids up for club work, providing reminders, tips,
and charts to guide them along the way. Expect an industrious buzz during this part of the
workshop.
Note the tongue-in-cheek reference to aphids in the first session when you are invited to suggest to
kids that “avid readers aren’t bugs that you capture in a jar.” On the other hand, avid readers might
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be like aphids in that they gobble up books the way aphids gobble up leaves. As you read parts that
talk about aphids or shaken-up soda bottles or close reading and book-based pretending, know that
we are trying to make this unit as fun for you as for your kids. When you smile, the whole classroom
smiles, too!

Bend II
Bend II maintains the ideas, routines, and clubs begun in bend I, it just shifts the reading and talk
work to nonfiction. As you did with fiction books, you will want to match your readers to nonfiction
books the best you can so that they really read during independent reading time. If you don’t have
enough books, you might create baskets of nonfiction books that combine levels C and D or E and F.
You can also provide support by introducing some titles to each club through guided reading or
shared reading.
During this bend, students will learn new ways to use Post-its that will help them monitor their
reading. When they find themselves thinking, “Wow!” about a page, it becomes a good spot to place
a Post-it. The same goes for when they are confused and pause to go “Huh?” They will also use their
Post-its to become collectors of words. A new game called “What’s the Same? What’s Different?” will
encourage them to look really closely at their books and give them lots to talk about in their clubs.
This bend ends with clubs teaching each other the important things they have learned about their
topics.

Bend III
During the last bend, children will explore Poetry and Songs and even try writing their own copycat
poems. Students will do a lot of reading and rereading poems out loud so they can hear the rhythm
and beat poems create, increasing their ability to read in phrases and with intonation that matches
the mood and tone of the poem. They will also think about how each poem makes them feel.
Once they get the rhythms and beats of several poems into their bones, they will write their own
poems that mirror one of their favorites. They do this first with Brother John (Frere Jacques).
Interactive or shared writing is a good way to model this process. An excerpt from one class’ poem
reads: “I love to read at the park. I love to read in the dark. I love to read at the beach. I’ll even read
ten books each!”
The bend and the unit ends with what we call an Avid Readers’ Poetry Extravaganza. Different
centers are set up around the room where students and visitors can try out different activities, such
as read and illustrate poems, read and perform poems, and write copycat poems. You might even
set up a karaoke center with microphones or paper towel tubes so people can turn poems into
songs.
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